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Escalante: 'High Schools Don't Stand and Deliver'

T
7

-

JERIMIAH G. JENNE
Voice Staff Writer
Jaime Escalante, the "best teacher
in America", delivered his lecture,
"Overcoming Cultural Obstacles in
a Learning Environment", at McGaw
Chapel Sunday night Emphasizing
that "education is the ticket to success", Mr. Escalante recounted his
experiences as a teacher of Mathematics in the underprivilleged and
predominately Hispanic East Los
Angeles barrio.
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His natural exuberance for teaching
was pronounced, as was a warm and
candid style which betrayed a keen
comic timing that made Mr. Escalante
the mostrefreshing speaker in the First
Year Forum Series.

.!

Mr. Esclante quickly turned serious as he focused on the critical
situation of the American educational insitutioo. Escalante charged
that, "High Schools are not producing students that can 'stand and
liver to the challenges of the 21st
century." 'His .own curriculum of
hard work and ganas (or desire) has
enabled his students to achieve a
level of success that is almost with-

-

f.:

Jaime Escalantb addressing the McGaw audience last Sunday.

According to
Escalante, teachers and parents

out precedent.

Photo by Dan Stefantuk

Ad Hoc Committee Reviews

This committee reflects a nationwide trend to revise sexual
assault policies. Strengthening
the rights of victims of sexual
assault has been a primary interest for many, while others are
concerned that such changes
could severely limit protections
now afforded to those accused of
sexual assault.
At Antioch College in Yellow
Springs, Ohio, a policy was enacted by the administration which
expelled students who were
merely accused of sexual assault, without any attempt to due
process. This policy, according
to Christine Link, the Executive
Director of the American Civil
Liberties Union of Ohio, has
since been modified

Many campuses nationwide, in
cluding Wooster, are discussing the
balance of a college's own judicial
system with that of the local police
department in handling sexual assault cases. Many feel that present
systems do not punish offenders severely enough and that victims of
sexual assault are mercilessly exposed to the taunts and threats from
friends of the accused.
To address sexual assault concerns
at the College of Wooster, President
Henry Copeland appointed an ad hoc
committee at the beginning of this
acaoVr'C year. The
com m jure is reviewing the policies,
eight-memb- er

procedures and educational resources
pertaining to sexual assault at the College. Barbara BumelL professor of

economics, heads the committee,
which is composed of students, administration and staff members.

According to BumelL the main
focus of the committee is to increase
awareness of the entire sexual assault issue on campus. The commit

tee has already reviewed the specific
policies dealing with sexual assault JOHNMCCRORY
in the Scot's Key, Handbook of Col-le- Special to the Voice
s.
The current 1990-9- 1 issue of
Policies and other College
Although substantive Goliard magazine was recently
changes to these policies have not recognized by the Associated
yet been agreed upon, the committee College Press as being one of the
has decided to recommend changing finest collegiate magazines in the
ratthe packaging of the policies to in- nation. Awarded a first-claa
received
publication
ing,
the
crease their visibility and accessibilWriting
for
Distinction
Mark of
ity for students.
The committee is currently exam- and Editing.
Competing as a literary arts
ining procedural issues, which include medical responses, counsel- magazine, Goliard earned 461 of
ing options and case procedures. Of 600 possible points from the
central concern is the role of the judges. The categories for which
Wooster Police Department in sexual points were awarded included
content, writing and editing, phoassault cases.
In response to concerns that few tography, art, graphics and tycases are actually reported to the pography, layout and concept.
police department, Burnell asks, The magazine received 83 or
"Why is it that charges are not more points in each category,
brought down to the Wooster Police narrowly missing the Marks of
Department? Why do students not Distinction in four areas that are
press charges? Should we encour- given for scores of 85 and above.
'90-'9- 1
isThe award-winnin- g
age students to bring charges
by
designed
and
sue was edited
on page 3
ge

.
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learn responsibility." Blaming the
majority Of the problems facing teen-

agers today on a "breakdown in the
fundamental relationship between
parent and child", Escalante emphasized the need for parents to "understand their teenager".
It is easy to see why Escalante is
held in such esteem. He is perhaps
the greatest example of his own equation: Determination Discipline
Hard Work Success. A teacher of
both Mathematics and Physics in
Boli via, he immigrated to the United
States in 1964. Upon receiving his
teaching certification, he took a position as a teacher of Mathematics at
Garfield High School in the East Los
Angeles Barrio. So successful was
Escalante that, by 1987, 1 out every
4 Hispanic students who passed the
AP Calculus exam was a student of
Mr. Escalante'sr His accomplishments have given him an almost
folk-her- o
status as he was the subject of the 1987 movie Stand and
as well as the book
Deliver
Escalante: :The Best Teacher in
America.

-

Goliard Magazine Receives
National Award

College's Sexual Assault Policies
JUDY NICHOLS
Staff Writer
A special ad hoc committee to re
view the sexual assault policies of the
'
College has been appointed by Presi-de- nt
Henry Copeland.

should deal with teenagers using both
hands: "in one hand, love, and in the
other discipline. In this way, they

John McCrory '92 of
ton, D.C. Dana DeWeese '93 of
Hermitage, Pennsylvania, served
as fiction editor, and Sabrina
Simon '93 of Yellow Springs,
Ohio, was poetry editor Meg
Farrar '92 of Independence, Ohio,
was managing editor.
The Associated College Press
is a national organization of col-

legiate newspapers, magazines,
and yearbooks.
Now in its third year of publication, Goliard magazine is the
annual journal of student writing
and art at the College of Wooster.
Its contents are written and edited solely by students.
The current issue may be purchased at the Florence O. Wilson
Bookstore or is available by mail
order for $2. Goliard magazine's
address for orders, donations, submissions or other correspondence is
Box C-- 3 190, the College of Wooster,
Wooster, Ohio 44691.
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Academic Computing Services Installs
New Computers

Executive Director of Oxfam
to Speak Thursday

,- -

v
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He has organized programs in Columbia, Kenya. Zimbabwe and the Dominican Republic to further economic
development there.
AD cifHammock's experiences combine to aid him as a visiting professor
at the University'cf Costa Rica and the
University Del Vallc in Columbia. He
teaches courses in community change
tional agency which funds self-hel-p
programs in Africa, Asia, the Carib- and international relations at Tufts
bean and Latin America. Oxfam also University, where he received his MA.
in international relations.
sponsors educational programs in the and Ph-Born and raised in Havanna. Cuba,
United States concerning development
Hammock received his bachelor's
in communities and hunger issues.
d
experience degree at Denison University before
Hammock has
with areas suffering drought. He sur continuing on to Tufts.
vived this misfortune in Ethiopia and
He has traveled extensively in
Mozambique.
the Dominican Republic, EcuaThe hunger problem is not new to dor, Costa Rica and Columbia.
Hammock either, as he was in Viet Hammock is fluent in English and
nam and Cambodia during a drastic Spanish, and has been published
lack of food.
.
in the fields of microbusiness and
j Hammock also has coordinated a employment.
study on effective disaster response in
Hammock's visit will be followed
the global south. Along these lines, be by the national Oxfam fast, which will
is an expert on Latin American eco- be held at the College of Wooster
nomic and communiry development. November 21."
ELISE BATES
Voice Staff Writer
John Hammock, executive director
of Oxfam International, win speak on
hunger issues in Lean Lecture Hall
Thursday at 7:30 pjn.
Oxfam International, founded in
interna1984, is a private

r
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Tayloh's new Macintosh Ilsf i. the pwpg op Taylok.
computers which, according to com-putLAUREN COHEN
consultant Sandeep Mehra,
SiaflWrfcr
Aca"are kind of obsolete."
Visitors to Taylor Hall's
demic Computing Center followThe replacement, of the old
ing fall break were able to take computers brings the College of
advantage of new computers in Wooster's computing facilities
more up to date with currently
the computer classroom.
During fall break. Academic Com- available technology.
puting Services (ACS) installed
Mehra sees many advantages
twenty new Macintosh Ilsi comput- in the new computer hardware.
ers to replace the old Macintosh SE "The Mac Ilsi are much better for
er

WELCOME BACK
COLLEGE STUDENTS

RAFFEE

DISCOUNT AFTER 2 P.M. WITH STUDENT I.D.
S.
ALSO
RECEIUE 20 AFTER 5 P.M.
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Furthermore,

because the

Macintosh Ilsi are compatible
with both normal and
data disks, it is possible to
use either type of disk on the new
computers. Four of the new computers boast color monitors, making the systems not only "easy to
handle," but visually pleasing as
well, said Mehra.
The old computers, however,
are still perfectly functional.
ACS will distribute the used
Macintosh SE computers to members of the faculty for use in their
offices.
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Wooster Students Bring Home Honors
in Chicago Debate ixjiiamsrit
MATT SEAMAN
Special to the Voice
The College of Wooster claimed
first pi ace last weekend in the Second
Annual University of Chicago Par
liamentary Debate ToumamenL
Wooster sent two teams, consist
ing of Alan Deniro 95 and Matt Sea
man "94, and Robb DeGraw "93 and
Mike McTieman 93. The two teams
also took home first- - and sixth-plaspeaker awards, as weH as first, sec
ond and third place in the public
speaking toornamenL
The tournament was held by the
University of Chicago to encourage
interest in the midwest in
debate. For most participants it was
the first experience with this type of
debating.
The University of Chicago Debate
Society held a workshop in techniques
in parliamentary debate on Friday
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networking...They work better
with System 7." System 7 is the
new software system recently
adopted by the.. College .of
Wooster.
The new computers are easier
to use, because they require no
startup disk. Their hard drives
are capable of holding more
memory, making startup faster
and easier for the user. General
computing applications will ran
more swiftly on the new systems.
high-densi-
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Food, fun, and entertainment!
Everyone is welcome!
This Sunday, November lOtri
Starting at 7:00 p.m.

morning, and competition started
Friday afternoon. Teams competed
in five rounds, and two teams were
selected for the final round.
The winning team from Wooster.
made up of DeGraw and McTieman,
defeated their opponents from
Hillsdale College in Michigan.
speaker
DeGraw took first-plahonors, and his partner McTieman
came away with the sixth-plaspot
a
rounds,
In the public speaking
ce

ce

series of three improvisational
speeches judged solely for entertainment value, DeGraw brought home
e
the
honors. Seaman rehonors and
ceived second-plac- e
Deniro won third place.
The participants in this tournament
are trying to establish an
debate club on campus. Their first
meeting will be held this afternoon in
the Douglass Lounge at &30 pjn. j
first-plac-

off-top- ic
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Ad Hoc Committee Considers Legal Issues of Sexual Assault
Continued from page

1

of resident assistants, organiza- sexual assault cases.
If such conflicting verdicts were to tions on campus and members of
Bumell stressed that the eduoccur, the Judicial Board's procedures the Dean of Students staff for cational resources are available
regarding double jeopardy ensure that meeting the needs of students in for everyone on campus, not just
victims of sexual assault. Espea student could not be tried twice for
cially important is discussing the
the same offense. The dean of stu-

ever, no one interviewed was able to
give any substantive proposals that
would protect the rights of those
accused if the rights of victims were
strengthened.;
To aid in drawing up its recom-

issue in more terms than "female
victims" and "male perpetrators,"
which will inevitably alienate many
men. The committee, understanding that alienation any group will
prevent a workable solution, clearly
sees the need to look at the issue
from all sides.
The rights of both victims and
those accused will be addressed in
the committee's recommendations
to ensure a practical, fair system,
asserts Penney. Penney recognizes
the need to strengthen the rights of
victims, but simultaneously realizes
that the overall system must be reorganized so that all sides are fairly
represented.
Despite all these intentions, how

mendations, the committee is
studying the sexual assault policies of other college campuses,

required by each judicial body.

side the College system?"
One important consideration is the
possibility of obtaining conflicting
verdicts from the Judicial Board and
from court proceedings.
Sophie
Penney, associate dean of students,
admits that such an occurrence is
possible, since the twojudicial bodies rely upon different qualifications
of evidence. While the Judicial Board
relies upon preponderance of evidence, court procedures require that
"guilt beyond a reasonable doubt"
be firmly established.
S tudents, therefore, could be found
guilty under the less rigorous requirements of the Judicial Board,
but could be found innocent under
court procedures. The opposite case,
in which a guilty verdict is received
from court proceedings and an innocent verdict is obtained from the
Judicial Board, would be less likely

dents, however, could take separate
action to adjust the situation.
While viewing the issue from this

angle, the committee is also looking
directly at the effectiveness of the
the Judicial Board in handling sexual
assault cases. Presently, the Judicial
Board has more an educational than
a punitive intent.
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The committee is still discussing these procedural issues and
has not yet agreed upon any recommendations.
In the upcoming weeks, the
committee plans to examine the
College's educational resources,
with the aim to increase awareness about sexual assault. The Barbara Burnell
Photo by Mike Pepper
because of the nature of evidence committee will measure the scope
.

State Department Chief Financial Officer to Visit
Classes, Discuss Career Opportunities with Students
BARBARA HEWITT
Special to the Voice
PaulaArtabaneromteUniiedStates
Department of State, will be visiting the
College of Wooster
Artabane's visit Bsrxnsored by the
Monday-Wednesda- y.

WoodrowWuFelkjwship

tion, which strives to encourage the exchange of ideas between the academic
worlds and to help
and
between a
lelanaiship
the
see
students
future
their
liberal arts education and
lives. Artabane will be speaking in a
variety of classes, as well as hosting
discussions.
She is presently the Chief Financial
Officer, Office of Budget and Planning.
rcn-acadcrn- ic

pus

Artabane,

auteUS-DeparmientofSJaie.

who has been working with the federal
governrnentfcr 17vears,receivedaBA.
in pofitya'
fan Trinity CnTlege
and a master's degree in public administration from George Washington University. Along with her work history
wim theDepartrnentcfState, Artabane is
also involved in volunteer work and
several professional affiliations.
Discussions open to the entire campus
community during her visit include the
following:

w

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 11
pjn. The Socialization
119
Pblittalfratinn Prccess-fTKr- y
Hsann will focus on how
The
events in one's personal life affect and
2-3:-

sexual assault.
On Wednesday from

e

106

Founda-

all--cam-

8--9

pjn.
pjn. Facets ofLeaSergup-Scheid-

30

shape political beliefs. Particular focus
will be placed on the effects of US.
invorvernent in Vietnam and Kuwait on
mdividuals'political beliefs. Vietnam
veterans win be present to discuss the
Vietnam era, and current students are

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12
Individual Student App10 ajn.-noo- n
Development and
ointments-Career
Placement. Speak individually with
Artabane about working for the federal
government. Call CD & P (extension
2496) to make an appointment
3
pjn. A US. Embassy Overseas-Babcoc- k
Formal Lounge
pjn. Careers in me Federal
779
and Benefits of
8
Challenges
pjn.
119
Being a Gvil Servant-Lwr- y
2--

Gov-ezmrcnl-Lo-

4-5:- 15

wry

7--

346

E.

7--

9

REG OHIO TA 0305

ST

r--.'

XT'

l.fJl

Bowman si.

statistics and other information
gathered by CAS A.
The committee, which has already met four times, will draft
its initial report after Thanksgiving. Its recommendations must
be presented to President Copeland
by Dec. 15.

ated with men in mind and with
full attention to male issues surrounding sexual assault.
For those men who are interested in learning how to lead
workshops like these, Steve
Jones will provide that training
on Saturday, November 16 from
5
p.m. The location for this
training is to be announced.
According to representatives
1--

-

from CAS A (Community Against
Sexual Assault), programs such
as those which Every. Woman's
House sponsors for the College

are constructive, but not always
exhaustive of the issues at hand.
Some students have been searching
for opportunities where both women
and men can express concerns about
stopping sexual assault, and the
workshop hopes to fill that void.

Lose Yam Lmidi
Or nuybe brealdast tnd
dinner, too. Skip a meal
on the Thursday before
Thanksgiving, and join
mifflons of students
who, smce 1973, have
been a part of the fast
JortWodd Earnest
campaign. He!p some of
the poorest people m the
work! feed themadvea
(or a lifetime. On jour
campus, contact

DcWeese
287-432-

210-204-05- 05
05

UMthin

Marietta. Erika Poethig "93, who
is a member of both the committee and the Community Against
Sexual Assault (CAS A), has supplied the committee with helpful

Dana

Wooster, Ohio

RnO-347-05-

p.m.

in The Meeting Place at
Westminster Church House, located on the corner of Pine and
College Streets, a workshop will
be held entitled "Men Stop Rape."
Steven Jones, coordinator of the
Minority Concerns Office at Ohio
State University, will be conducting the forumlts intent is to engage men in conversations about
attitudes and behaviors that can
lead to sexual assault. The program is exclusively for men, cre

TRAVEL WITH

FLAIR

e,

'Men against Rape' Workshop Scheduled

HTviiedtoaaendtodiscuss the effects of ERIKA C POETHIG
UJnvoIvernertmKuwaitonuieirown Special to the Voice
Next week, men at the College of
political viewpoints. This will be an
theirown chance
WoosierwillbeofTered
informal discussion session.
prevention
the
discuss
of rape and
to
4-Ethics and Pdtitk&Lowry 119
6

including Baldwin-WallacDePauw, Ohio Wesleyan,
Kenyon
and
Macalester,

walking distance

DISCOUNTED INTERNATIONAL
AIRFARE AND STUDENT
I.D. CARDS AVAILABLE.

6

.Oxfemtt
America r
Lose your lunch November 21.
Ytm H be surprised how roach you gain.
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THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM: 1990-9- 1
Campus Council has approved the
following summary ofjuidicial cases
fnr publication in The Voice. A brief
explanation of The College of
Wooster Judicial system, and a summary of the cases adjudicated during
' Semester II of the 1990-9- 1 academic
year is included.

ChargwHearinn
Any member of the campus com-

Academic Integrity to the attention reserved the right to turn a case back to
of the Judicial Board Chair. Any the judicial system for adjudication,
individual who is alleged to have rompcretion of the Hearing Bogrds
The Judicial Board is composed of
violated either of the Codes is notified
in writing by the Chair of the charges) students, faculty and staff. The student members of the Judicial Board
being brought against himher.
were
In accordance with the Code, a for" Semester U of 1990-9- 1
hearing must then be held to deter- Sherrie Claybome. Carrie Jenkins,
mine innocence or guilL An indi- Mohlabani Kgosana, Joanne
vidual has the option of having his McAnlis. Lynn Mc Master, Alisha
her case beard by the Judicial Board Miller. Kathy Rose. Jamie Harrell
or by a panel of Dean of Students' Marya Cross, Maithri Jayasekera and
a Michael Dawson. The Faculty memStaff members. During 1990-9s&xJent who chose not to contest the bers serving on the Judicial Board for
and on Dean's Staff hearcharges, and was willing to relinquish 1990-9- 1
the right to a formal hearing, could ings (as assigned) were Barbara Bell.
plead guilty and have the Dean of Nan Nichols, Kevin Snape and David
Students assign an appropriate sanc- Wilkin. The administrative mem-be- n
for the year included Chip Booth.
tion. The Dean of Students, however.
--

munity may bring charger against a
student member of the community by
contacting the Chairperson of the
Judicial Board or through a member
of the Dean of Students' staff.
A member of the Residence Hall
Staff or the Dean's Staff may bring a
case of suspected violation of the
Codes of Social Responsibility or

:

1.

Lisa Coleman, Chris Drake and Kathy
Sabol. Gregory Hoskins served as
the Chair of the Board. Hearing board
members for the Dean's staff cases
basis
were selected on a
and included members of the Dean of
Students' Staff and faculty serving
on the Judicial Board.
Changes have been made in the
structure of the judicial system effective 1991. However, the judicial
system continues to hear cases regarding alleged infractions of the
Code of Social Responsibility and
the Code of Academic Integrity.Tfcc
Scot's Kev Students who are interested in serving on the Judicial Board
may apply through Campus Council
in the spring semester. Following an
case-by-ca- se

interview process, student members
are appointed to the Board for a one-o- r
term by Council.
a two-yeCouncil also appoints six stuar

dents as Hearing Counselors.
Hearing Counselors assist the accused and accuser in understanding the judicial process and serve
as a support person to the accused and accuser throughout the
adjudication of their case.
Faculty members on the Board are
appointed by the Committee on Committees and staff members are appointed by the President of the College. The Dean's Staff Panel representatives are appointed on a
basis from the Dean of Students' Staff by the Dean of Students.
case-by-ca- se

Summary of Judicial System Cases - Semester IX,
Hearing Date: January 15. 1991
Charges: Section L Part B: " The
College expects that in all relationships . students win be guided by a
mutual concern for each other's
feelings,. .such concern requires
sense of responsibility
in all relationships whether they be
between members of the same or the
opposite sex."
Section IX, Part A: "... the
Coflegewta not tolerate behavior
which in anyway undermines the
emotknatfchysicaL. integrity of any
member of its community"
Section DC, Part CU-- This
holds true mmtcrartiomofa
sexual nature sexual assault occurs
when the offender knows that the
sexual contact is offensive to the individual or is reckless in that regard."
SectkxtDX,PartC2:"AssauItsofa
1)

sen-sitivitya-

ex-pectat-

nda

ien

psychological', ' nafurV such
aspersistent demands for sexual parThese charges were the
result of unwanted sexual activity
which allegedly occurred between two
students at an off campus residence.
ticipation.

HearingType: Dean's StafT Hearing Panel

Outcome: The Panel rejected the
accused's pleas of no contest and
found him guilty of violating Section
L Part Band Section DC, Part A. The
Panel also rejected the accused's pied
of not guilty and found him guilty of
violating Section DC, Part CIS. The
Panel accepted the accused's plea of
not guilty for Section DC, Part G2.
Sanction: The accused was barred
from the campus for one week; placed
on Recorded Disciplinary Probation
for the remainder of Semester II and
required not to hold office in any

student organization; was required K
resign from the Judicial Board and
barred from ever serving on the Board
in the future; and was required to
meet with a certified, licensed counselor k address a variety of issues,
including comnionication in a sexual
relationship and appropriate development of dating relationships.
Appeal: The President upheld the
verdict of the PaneL
Sanction Violation: Based on rety
ports by members of mecampus
com-muni-

and subsequent meetings with
the accused, irxluding two meetings

with the original bearing board, the
accused ultimately admitted to
lating the sanction of being barred
from the campus. Asa result of the
sanction violation, and the accused's
having lied to the Panel regarding
this violation, the original hearing
board suspended the student from the
College far the remainder of Semester II of the 1990-9- 1 academic year.
The accused was also told that if be
returned to the College in the future
that he would be on Recorded Disciplinary Probation for one academic
year and that he would be required to
continue to participate in counseling

College places a high value on the
sanctity of the individual, it will not
tolerate behavior which in any way
undermines theernotional --integrity
or any member of its community.
Such behavior is not limited to
ha-rassme-

nLn

Part B.6.: This exSection
pectation holds true in interactions
among the races. Such proscribed
behavior includes but is not limited
to: use of racial slurs."
The charges were a result of two
incidents in which a student made
comments to another student which
were allegedly offensive and racist in
nature.
Hearing Type: Dean's Staff Hearing Panel
Outcome: The Panel accepted the
accused's plea of guilty for Sections
I, Part Band DC, Part A of the Code.
The Panel rejected the accused's plea
of no contest and found him guilty of
violating Section DC, Part B.6.
Sanction: The accused was suspended from the College for the remainder of Semester H. When applying for readmission to the College,
the Panel required that the accused
submit a statement from a certified,
licensed counselor with who he had
met on a regular basis. Content of the
counseling sessions was to include
but not be limited to, anger management. The accused would also be
required to have a personal interview
with the Dean of Students prior to
readmission.
ReviewAppeal: The President
upheld the findings of the PaneL
DC,

"lawj prohibit the use. (and) possession (of) marijuana. The College
in no way condones violation of laws
governing the use of drugs." The
charges were the result of an incident
in which a student allegedly used
marijuana in his residence hall room.
. Hearing Type: Judicial Board
CnitcomcTheBoardacceptedthe
,
student's pleas of guilty.
Sanction: The accused was placed
on Recorded Disciplinary Probation
effective through his graduation from
the College. The accused would lose
his ability to chose his bousing option should be return to the College
for subsequent semesters. The accused was also required to participate
in an assessment at Wayne County
Alcoholism Services and strongly
recommended that the accused follow op on any recommendations
made as a result of the assessment.
The accused was also required to
write a letter of apology to those
living in the area of his room in which
he would apologize for any inconvenience caused them by his actions.

4) Hearing Date: February 13. 1991
Charges: Section L Part B: The
College
expects that in all relationsessions.
will be guided by a
ships
students
ReviewAppeal: The President
concern
for each other's
mutual
upheld the findings of the PaneL
feelings.. .such concern requires sensitivity and a ' " sense of responsi2) Hearing Date: January 25. 1991"
bility in all relationships whether they
Charges: Section I, Part B: The
be between members of the same or
relationin
all
that
College expects
the opposite sex." Section IX, Part
will
be
ships with each othertudents
A: . the College., will not tolerate
guided by a mutual concern for each
behavior which in anyway
other's feelings, integrity and need to
mines the emotional, physical or ethilive in an environment conducive to
cal integrity of any member of its
3) Hearing Date: February 6, 1991
academic achievement-- "
Charge: Section IV, Part B: community. Such proscribed behav
Section DC, Part A: "Because the
--

1990-9- 1

ior includes but is not limited to intimidation, threats and use of physical force."
Section DC, Part CIa: This expectation holds true in interactions of
a sexual nature. Such proscribed behavior includes but is not limited
compelQing) the individual
to submit to force or threat of force."
Section DC. Part Clx- - xoerce$,
the individual to submit by means
that would prevent resistance by an
individual or ordinary resolution."
Section DC, Part CI This expectation holds true in interactions of a
sexual nature.know(ing) that the
sexual contact is offensive to the individual or is reckless in that regard."
Section DC, Part C2: "Assaults of a
psychological nature such as intimidation, persistent demands fox
sexual participation.
These charges were the result of
unwanted sexual activity which allegedly occurred between two students.
Hearing Type: Dean's StaffPanel
Outcome: Board rejected the
student's plea of not guilty and found
him guilty of violating Section I, Part
B, Section DC, Part A, Section DC
Part CIS. and Part C2. The Board
accepted the student's plea of not
guilty for Sections rX.PartClJL and
to-purp-

osely

,

Clx.
'

Sanction: The student was sus- pended from the College'for the re-- :
mainder of Semester IL While on
suspension the student was also required to meet with a certified, licensed counselor with expertise in
relationships, to discuss how one
J-Bo- ard
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The charges were the result of an
incident in which two students allegedly stole a table and mirror from
public areas in a residence hall and
placed them in their room.
Hearing Type: Dean of Students
Outcome: Both students pled
guilty to the charge.
Sanction:
Both students were
Probation for the
Conduct
on
placed
1990-91
academic
remainder of the
10
perform
year and were required to
hours of community service.

could address relationships in an acceptable manner. The student was
also told that if he applied for and
gained readmission to the College that
he would be cc Conduct Probation for
fee first semester of his enrollment.
ReviewAppeal: The President
found a substantial procedural error
in the proceeding and set aside the
verdict of the Hearing PaneL If the
charges were reheard, a new panel
would need to be constituted to render a verdict as to the validity of the
8) Hearing Date: March 7, 1991
charges.
Charges: Section I, Part B: The
1991
19,
expects mat in all relationCollege
Date:
February
5) Hearing
with
VTJ:
each other .students will be
ships
"Theft of
Charges: Section
personal or College property violates guided by a mutual concern for each
bom the spirit ami letter of the Code." other's feelings, integrity and need to
The charge was a result of an incident live in an environment conducive to
in which a student allegedly used a academic achievement."
Section I, Part C: The College
parking sticker belonging to another
camthat students will regard the
on
expects
found
had
student which he
property
of the College as an asset in
pus.
they
have a vested interest and
Hearing Type: Dean of Students which
Outcon The student plead guilty that any differences of opinion among
various elements of. the community
'..
to the charge.
.
..Sanction: The student was placed' will be dealt with through recognized
on ConductProbation for the remain- channels and not become a matter of
der of the 1990-9- academic year and threat oractual abuse ofColkgeprop-erty.- "
. .
was required to write a letter of apolDC,
A: ""Because the
perPart
Section
ogy to the original owner of the
College places a high value on the
mit.
sanctity of the individual, it will not
tolerate behavior which in any way
6) Hearing Date: March 4, 1991
Charges: Section VII: Theft of undermines the emouonalor ethi-c- al
integrity or any member of it,
personal or College property violates
The charges were the
community.'
Code.
the
of
letter
spirit
and
both the
in which the
incident
an
limited
to
of
result
Theft includes but is not
fura residence
broke
allegedly
student
the following: removal of lounge
a rock
throwing
reby
window
hall room
niture in one's own building or
moval of furniture from one building at it.
Hearing Type: Dean of Students
to another."' Twostudentswere
Outcome: The student pled guilty
charged with allegedly violating the
Code for having removed a couch to the charges.
Sanction: The student was placed
fromaresidence hall lounge and placfor the remainConductProbation
on
ing it in their room.
1990-9yearand
academic
1
the
Hearing Type: Dean of Students der of
hours
10
of
perform
Outcome: Both students pled was required to
community service.
guilty to the charge.
Sanction: Both students were
placed on Conduct Probation for the 9) Hearing Date: April 4, 1991
Charges: Section VII: Theft of
remainder of the 1990-9- 1 academic
or College property violates
10
personal
year and were required to perform
spirit and the letter of the
the
both
hours of community service.
Code."
A student was charged for using a
7) Hearing Date: March 4, 1991
isCharges: Section Vlt Theft of parking permit which had been
personal or College property violates sued to another student
Hearing Type: Dean's Staff Hearboth the spirit and letter of the Code.
Theft includes but is not limited to ing Panel
Outcome: The Panel rejected the
the following: removal of lounge furstudent's pkaofno contest and found
niture in one's own building or
of furniture from one building him guilty.
Sanction: The Panel removed the
to another."
student's privilege ofparking on cam
.

j

'

1

.

re-mo- val

.

..--v-

13) Hearing Date: April 30, 1991
Charges: Violation of of proba- tion.The charge stemmed from a
report by. a Residential Life Staff
member which indicated that an orCollege for the remainder of Se- ganization held an illegal party.
Hearing Board: Dean's Staff
mester II of the 1990-9- 1 academic
year. If readmitted to the Col- Hearing Panel
Outcome: The organization adlege the student would be placed
on Recorded Disciplinary Proba- mitted to holding an event without a
tion until he graduated or for a party contract
Sanction: The organization was
maximum of two semesters.
on probation from an incialready
Appeal: The student appealed
and was placed on Recorded Disci- dent during Semester I of the 1990-plinary Probation until he completed 91 academic year. The Panel rea four month (minimum) counseling quired that the organization plan and
program with a certified, licensed have 75 of its membership, plus all
counselor approved by the Dean of of its officers attend a series of proStudents. He was required to sub- grams related to the topic of alcohol
mit a statement from the coun- use; plan and have 75 of the memselor outlining the. progress of bers and all officers attend a series of
the relationship and was required workshops on organizational develto have the counselor address in opment; and develop a written party
particular address progress made policy which is consistent with the

Sanction: This student was
guilty of having infracted the the Code
of Social Responsibility in the past
Due to this past history and this case,
the student was suspended from the

pus; placed him on conduct probation for remainder of Semester II of
the 90--9 1 academic year and required
that he pay the original owner of the
permit any costs incurred as a result
of the incident.
10) Hearing Date: April 16, 1991
Charges: Section VII: Theftof
personal or College property violates

bom the spirit and letter of the Code."
The charges were the result of a student having allegedly used the ACUS
Personal Security Code number of
his roommate to make a number of
local and long distance telephone
calls.
Hearing Type: Dean's Staff
Hearing Panel

Outcome:

N

Accepted the

student's plea of guilty.
Sanction: Because the student
found guilty of violating the
been
had
Responsibility during
Social
Code of
Semester I of the 1990-9- 1 academic
year (theft), the Panel expelled the
student from the College.
Review: The President upheld
'
,
the findings of the Pan?!.'

'

...

-

11) Hearing Date: April 22,1991
Charges: Section I, Part B: The
College expects that in all relation--''
students will be guided by a
ships

mutual concern for each other's
feelings...such concern requires sensitivity and a sense of responsibility
in all relationships whether they be
between members of the same orthe
opposite sex." Section DC, Part A: "
"Because the College places a high
value on the sanctity of the individual, it will not tolerate behavior
which in any way undermines the
emotionalor ethical integrity or any
member of its community. Such proscribed behavior includes but is not
limited to, harassment, intimidation,
. and the use of physical force."
Section IX, Part C2j This expectation holds true in interactions of
a sexual nature. Such proscribed behavior includes but is not limited to:
assaults of a psychological nature
such as torment, intimidation, (and)
...language which is deemed to be
verbally abusive." This case was
the result of several incidents in which
a student was allegedly verbally abusive towards another student and one
incident in which the accused was
also allegedly physically abusive towards the accuser.
Hearing Type: Judicial Board
Outcome: The Board reject the
student's plea of not guilty for all
charges and found him guilty.

.

on the issue of anger manage- of the College. The Panel also
right to
ment. The student, a senior, recinded the organization's 1991-92
for
class,
the
pledge
a
have
receive
to
permitted
would not be
?
year.
academic
come
the
to,
onto
his degree or
Review: The President, precampus until satisfactory inforwith information concerning
sented
was
mation, from the counselor,
simultaneous actions which
several
received. The student was also
told that any further violations of had been taken by various groups to
the Code of which' he was found address mis incident, consolidated
guilty could result in his perma- the findings of the groups. As a result
nent expulsion from tjiq College. of this, process, the following sanctions were outlined: the organization
was placed cm probationfor the 1991- 1991
12,
12) Hearing Date: May
Charges: Section I.PartC: The 92 academic year; was required to
College also expects that students plan and implement a series of seswill regard the property of the Col- sions related to the use of alcohol
lege as an asset in which they have a including a group assessment a provested interest and that any differ- gram on the legal liability related to
ences of opinion among various ele- alcohol use, and a program on alcoments of the community will be dealt hol use for all pledges; to plan and
with through recognized channels and implement sessions related to orgaabuse, nizational development including, but
not become a inatter of.
riot limited' fo the role Of officers,
of College property."
IV, Part A.2.b.: decision making and philosophy and
Section
"Behavior judged to be disruptive or purpose of the organization; and that
irresponsible while using alcohol is the group write a party policy consisconsidered a violation of the Code of tent with that of the College. The
group was permitted to take a pledge
Social Responsibility."
Section VII: Theftof personal class for the 1991-9- 2 academic year,
or College property violates both the however, the President recommended
that the size of the class be limited to
spirit and the letter of the Code."
The charges were the result of twenty.
an incident in which a student alleg199 1
edly removed two exit signs from 14) Hearing Date: May 5,
B: The
I,
Part
Section
Charges:
walls in a residence hall and became
relationin
all
verbally abusive with students who College expects that
confronted him. The student was ships ... students win be guided by a
also reported to allegedly have been mutual concern for each other's
senintoxicated at the time of the inc- feelings...such concern requires
sitivity and a sense of responsibility
ident
Hearing Board: Judicial Board in all relationships whether they be
Outcome: The Board found the
p.6
student not guilty of all charges.
,

,

.-ac- tual

Cont
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Busy Semester for College's Judicial Board
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members to discuss the behavior
Cont from p.5
which he exhibited and why the Panel
in all relationships whether they be found it to be inappropriate.
He was also to talk with the
between members of the same ot the
members regarding alterative
Panel
opposite sex."
which he could have adways
in
DC.
Section DC, Part A: Section
which he had with
differences
dressed
Part A: ""Because the College places
a high value on the sanctity of the the accuser.
individual, it will not tolerate behavior which in any way undermines 15) Hearing Date: May 6.1991
Charges: Two students were
the emotionaLjor ethical integrity of
with violating the following
charged
any member of its community. Such
of the Code of Social Resections
proscribed behavior includes but is
Section I. Part C: "It is
sponsibility:
not limited to. harassment, intimidation, threats and the use of physical assumed that the conduct of all student will be consistent with the eduforce
The charges were a result of two cational purpose of the institution
incidents in which a student alleg- and in no way will interfere with the
edly directed verbally abusive lan- functioning of the College as it seeks
guage at another student and in which to fulfill that purpose."
Section IV. Part A.bJ "Behe allegedly shoved the accuser durhaviorjudged to be disruptive or irreing an argument.
Hearing Board: Dean's Staff sponsible while using alcohol is
a violation of the Code of
Hearing Panel
Responsibility."
Social
the
Panel
rejected
Outcome: The
Section IV, Part Ax.: "Constudent's plea of not guilty finding
sumption
of alcoholic beverages is
him guilty of violating Section I, Part
the confines of student
limited
to
B. The Panel also rejected the
student's plea of not guilty for Sec- rooms or private recreational
Drinking elsewhere .is
tion DC. Part A. finding him guilty of lounges
considered by Ohio law as public
using intimidating behavior.
Sanction: The accused was re- drinking and is not permitted."
Hearing Boant Dean of Students
quired to meet with two of the Panel
con-sider-

ed

Outcome: The Dean dismissed
the first chargefor both persons. Both,
however, pled guilty to the other
charges.
Sanction: The students, both
seniors, were issued a written warning about their behavior and informed that future incidents which
might occur after they became alumni
could result in the issuance of a no
trespass letter.
.

16) Hearing Date: May

9. 1991

Charges: Two students were
charged with violating the following
sections of the Code of
Social
Responsibility: Section LPart A:The
College expects that in all relationwith each other, students
ships
will be guided by a mutual concern
for each other's feelings, integrity,
and need to live in an environment
conducive to academic achievement.
The College believes mat such concern requires sensitivity and a sense
ofrtspcnsabilitymaU relationships''
Section VIIL "the College must
provide an atmosphere where study
and learning may take place. Therefore, excessive noise which interferes
with that process cannot be permitted.
The right to quiet for study supersedes
the privilege of making noise.

Charges: Section V.2j " The
DC, Part A: "BeSection
cause the College places a high value possession of bladed instruments
which exceed four inches in length is
on the sanctity of the individual, it
on campus."
prohibited
in
which
behavior
will not tolerate
were a result of an
charges
The
the
any way undermines
a student allegedly
which
in
cmotiocalor ethical integrity of any incident
while having an
knife
displayed
a
member of its community. Such proscribed behavior includes but is not argument with another student.
Hearing Board: Dean of Students
limited to harassment and intimidaOutcome: The studentpled guilty
tion."
The students were charged for to the charge.
Sanction: The student was takwhich they allegan incident in
soleave of absence. While on
ing
a
had
and
edly played loud music
student is required to meet
the
cial gatherings in their room which leave
were disturbing to another resident of on a regular basis with a certified,
licensed counselor to discuss anger
the building.
Hearing Board: Dean's Staff and impulse management. The student must submit a written report
Hearing Panel
from the counselor to the Dean of
pleaded
students
Both
Outcome:
not guilty to Section I, Part A and Students prior receiving permission
Section VUL, however, the board to return to the College. The student
found them guilty. Both students was also told that if he returned to the
pleaded not guilty to Section DC, Part College that he would be on Conduct
A and the board accepted their plea. Probation for one semester.and would
Sanction: Both students were be required to perform twenty hours
denied the privilege of having audio of community service.

ses Addressed by. I:e

Semester ii,

AudioEqaip

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

.

3rd

1

kkchol

36

3rd

residential Life Ctai

I9S0-9- 1

Alechcl &
Possessor; cf rxlen prepc-t- y ( X belligerent be havicr dreje (1). rowdy In. ;;rc;LJe lUhavior t i.n
cf a beer t :di (2). Atk'Jeerert (2).
behavior (l),irjsu cf emerzerscy telephone. Pc
Required to meet with ihe Director
All were referred to the Chemical Awareness Prcjrzm
of Residential Life,
1st
2nd
3rd
Spoke with the
Meeur.2 with the Director of
12
Noise
member who issued Residential Life, plus payment for
75 and 25 of damages caused
noise ticket
by the incident.
Meeting with the
Res.
ParUrjW.TooltcarwhCein thd
Life
Dir. of
Spoke with flail member
process of having it towed.
who issued the Viola- - ,
Paid towinj fee.
Ind
1st
3rd
tion Notification
'
Five cases were forwarded to th
Required to meet
1
Vandal isra
Fined SI 0.00
with the DIr.cf Res.
Chair cf the Judicial Board foil
Life and to pay for
further atl entioo.
Spoke wiih the staff
carrerja.
member who issued the
U2$589$1CC9$15C9
One was required toi
Accidental
Violation Notification
speak with the staff J
Spcie with the Director cf Vandalism
who issjed J
person
r Residena! Life
kner
and the
ticket
the
L,cd cudining the hrjli-was
to meet j
ether
catocs cf a 2nd offeree. wi:h the Dir. of Res J
One met with Director cf
Life
ar.i pay ferthej
Residential Li2 to discuss
izSTilZ-... J
It; pi icadons of a 3rd offI
the
Referred
to
eree, and one was referred Drus
I
Aware
Chemical
for an assessment
For your toBlomity, 9orxxity toom
Program
r.css
J
Meeting with Director cf
or othmr emmpum organUmUon.
Required to meet
Disruptive
Residential Life
KtSVTSl K9 KYU7SSSJ UiVSZU
with the Director cfl
Behavior
to have a full assessment
Residential Life
atWCAS

The Code of Social Responsibility states that Resi d ence Hill Direc
tors and Resident Assistants serve as the first level of adj udicauon
or violations cf the Code. In addition, the Dean's Staff is able to
assume responsibility for addressing violations cf the Code (page
p3). The following is a summary cf the cases which were dealt with
by the Residential Life staff, incladir Resident Assistants, Resi
dence HallSmall House Directors or the Director of Residential
Life daring Semester II of the 1990-9- 1 academic year
N'fcr

This is interpreted as follows: The equipment on campus through May
College views the use of sound 13. Bom students were also denied
equipment,, as a privilege and not a the privilege of holding social gathright As such, aH individuals must take erings in their room or suite, through
responsibility to ensure that the use of May 13.
this equipment does not interfere wizh
17) Hearing Date: May 10. 1991
the normal activities of others."
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LAUREN COHEN
Last Friday's article regarding alle

WOOSTER

gations of bias in the College of
Wooster's First Year Seminar and

Voice

Forum programs seemed tocatch many
members of the College community

THE COLLEGE OF

off guard.'
This is hardly surprising, since
Friday's article was the first time that
many students and faculty had the
opportunity to learn of the defamatory
remarks made by Lynne Cheney to the
National Press Club, in a September
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tution.
It would not be unfair to question
why. It is clear that the adrninistration
was aware djat an prornmenuinfluen- nal national figure had harshly criti
cized the College of Wooster's First
Year Seminar and Forum programs.
Yet, the content of Cheney's speech
was not disclosed to members of the
College community at large.
Not only would it have been appropriate (ethical?) of the administration
to reveal the contents of Cheney's
speech to the rest of the College's
population,butsucharevelation might
also have indicated that there genuinely exists a willingness on the part of
the faculty to discuss sensitive or con
troversial matters with students.
But by not disclosing the contents of
by not ac-Cheney's speech-indee- d,
lmowledging that such an attack had
administration further
been made-th- e
perpetuated what Christina Sommers
caIledMaseriouslackcfdemocracyNat
the College ofWooster,

Whistles Were a GoorJ Idea, But Have No Point

During the month of October, the plained to me, "Every time a whistie
bookstore distributed vouchers to all is blown, about ten people instantly
students and faculty through campus show up.
There is a $100 fine for anyone
mail. Everyone was entitled to one
blows the whistle under false
Fox-4- 0
that
whistle.
This campaign was generous but pretenses.
Colorado College takes their
rather pointless.
At Colorado College in Colorado whistle program seriously.
This program has been a success in
Springs, the school's administration
and it should work at the
Colorado
syssecurity
"whistle
has organized a
The campus has
College
ofWooster.
tem" that has been running for many
'
to promote
taking
steps
Tnany
years and has become a main facet of : been
awarene's
our
idtstrerigthen
and
their freshman orientation program.' rape
toget
why
so
not
security
system
If anyone is ever in trouble they
generthis
pointless
can blow their whistles and people gether and take
(often students andfaculty) will come osity and put it to some use.
every member of that college commu- - to their aid. One C.C. student ex
JodiObuchowski'92

But is it fair to place the blame
only on the administrators? Or might
some fault be placed on the student
body, whose apathy toward matters
of policy might have made it easier
for the administration to conveniently avoid revealing information
that might affect not only current
students and faculty, but also prospective students and professors?
Probably it is a combination of the
two scenarios.
Clearly, it is unreasonable to expect
the administration of any college or
university to check its decisions with

nity. But when someone like Lynne
Cheney criticizes trie policies or an
institution, she attacks not only the
administration, but every member of
the community which perpetuates the
bad policy decisions as well.
Just as the administration ought to
have made Cheney's allegations of
bias known to every member of the
College community, faculty and students must begin to take more interest
in the image that the CollegeofWooster
is projecting, and, indeed, perpetuating. If such ah image is not desirable,
every student and staff member must
take an active role in redefining the
ways in which outside observers, and
ourselves, view the College. Only
through the combined concern of the
administration and the constituencies
it represents can we ensure that the
educational mission of The College of

Voice Reaches New 'Journalistic Lows'

The Voice's most recent contributions to the "PC myth by Lauren
Cohen and Amy Dana reached new
journalistic lows:
By describing Sommers allegations as ''research."
By not pointing out what Cheney
and others gain by distracting us,
with speeches about "PC," from the
real issues in higher education.
By failing to inform readers of
the history of "PC" as a derisive label
and irrational fantasy invented solely
to discredit certain academic disciplines, and NOT to protect students'
freedom of thought and speech.
By overlooking the reality that
Black Studies and Women's Studies
do NOT, in fact, organize Wooster's
over
exert
curriculum,
woosrerisproiecieu.
police-statrun
a
or
campus,
the
First-YeLauren Cohen was the author cf"
By neglecting to point out that
Seminar, Forum Receives Negawere not introduced into
politics
tive National Attention; Williams Reby these alternaeducation
sponds to Allegations of Bias" in last higher
tive disciplines but were (and are)
week's issue the Voice.

so-call- ed

-

always there in a spectrum of courses.
By ignoring the crucial issue of
academic freedom, upon which the
"PC debate impinges.
By insinuating, under the guise
of humor and with no evidence, that
faculty in Black S tudies and Women s
Studies are poor teachers and scholars, and morally deficient.

-

-

No responsible teacher would use

-

the classroom to enforce personal
political views. But it is absurd to
expect faculty to be so uncommitted
to their disciplines that they would
allow opinions to go unexamined and
unchallenged for the sake of some

-

student's comfort.

mind-contr- ol

ar

-

e.

-

Even more disheartening to me than

the

continuing

of

barrage

unsubstantiated allegations is the assumption of the proponents of the
"PC myth that education can
without some discomfort

of

take-plac- e

Linda CHults
Faculty of Art

.

Betsy O'Brien & Kate Cowles
Advertising Asst.
Robin Brown

.
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Administration, Students Do Not
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Education
Education, Then Multicultural
Destroyed by Whiteness but by Neglect

Black Minds Are Not Being
GERALD EARLY
Professor of English and African-AmericStudies at Washington
University in St. Louis. MO. This
commentary originally appeared in
10691.
the St. Louis
One can only be alternately
mused and amused by the hysteria
over radticulturalism being played
out in our educational institutions,
the places where so many of our
social traumas of conflict and transition have occurred in the past 30
years or so. This hysteria is that pecu-

an

Post-Dispatc-

h,

-

in its children's education, this is
good. But the
battle is not with Eurocentrism or
culturally biased tests, it is with mas--,
sive indifference on the part of both
blacks and whites and our tendency
to render poor children dysfunctional
through their environment. We must
work to make these children work for
the life of the mind.
Afrocentrism, as intellectualized
may be of
racial
some educational value as long as
one is aware of its considerable limitations. However, if racial chauvinism has distorted and debilitated
American children's education in the
past, bow can more of it help?
What we must face today is that,
unfortunately, weno longer look upon
education as the discipline of learning but rather an act of consumption.
And in our culture, consumption has
taken on the therapeutic and evangelical aspects of both bad medicine
and bad religion. Education is not
Baum and has never heard of laying on of hands nor is it counsel
Sundiata; it is a horror if he or she is" for saving the disturbed: It is work,
incapable of reading either. If the labor of the mind,pure and simple.
Afrocentrism ignites the black com- If the idea of multiculturalism mat
munity to become activity involved is, exposure to different peoples and
Afrocentrism, as much as it gets
bandied about in the popular press, is
actually a fairly sophisticated idea. It
thought
is an offshoot of
that argues that the world should be
defined through the unique perspective and consciousness of African
peoples. This school of thought is
worthy of study, but like
Eurocentrism, it is not a proper prism
through which to see education. The
advocates of Afrocentrism are not
interested in consensus because they
see education as a power struggle
over values. This is not surprising
because blacks historically view the
attainment of education as a battle.
But black children are not suffering
from enduring a "politically incorrect" education. They are suffering
because fewpeople care whether they
are educated at all.
Black minds are not being destroyed by 'whiteness," they are being destroyed by neglect It is not a
horror if a black child loves L. Frank

cided to view ourselves that is, the
American culture and history that we
want to teach cur children.
Our discomfort with the nature of
our consensus view reflects our discomfort with the familiar melting pot
myth. At one time America was the
place of personal and political liberty
and of stifling conformity that erased

pan-Afric-

African-America-

ns'

an

so-call- ed

our past as foreigners while it

reinvented us as homogenized Americans. Now we think, rightly so, that
we do riot quite understand the pot in
which this melting has taken place.
The black political movement of
liarly American temperamental
confluence of enthusiasm and moral-is- the 1960's and the feminist movethat at times is much like a reli- ment of the 1970' i and 1980's have
made ns aware of those inadequately
gious revival.
had
always
represented in our consensus view.
have
Presumably we
ism
in
our
But because our consensus view may
sornething lite multicultural
education. Western mtrilrctinl tradi- have been skewed in the past does not
tion and Liberal cdirarion have always justify throwing out the old consen-s-us
Inasmuch as
entirely.
encouraged the study of other culture
and climes. Western thought is not mnlticaltnralism encourages that, it
parochial; and.mAmerCT.mfllkram
b a pernicious idea. For it is impospublic and private funds have been sible to have education without a
cultural consensus of who and what
grven m support of such study.
we
is
we are, not as disparate groups but as
whether
So our complaint not
a"
jhould study other cultures. That is a single people. It is indeed imposT3e issue is the consensus sible to have a nation or even humanview. 'how we Americans have de ity without consensus.
m

self-consciousne-

ss,

-

gr.

-

ideas is to serve our children and
their need for a liberal education,
which is still a sound concept, we
should note three corollaries.
First, the Western mainstream
includes blacks, women. American
Indians and others, and so its intellectual and artistic tradition should never
be perceived as either white or male.
Second, Americans are a single
people of diverse backgrounds sharing the same values, hopes, desires
and shortcomings, and not a collection of disparate cultures.
Third. Afrocentrism and other
movements, like
borne schooling, that try to shield
children from cultural "contamination" have their place in our land of
diversity. But we can have no real
truth until we realize that apart we
have at best only a partial truth.
For better or worse, we black and
white, male and female, Jew and
Christian, Protestant and Catholic -are a community, and our education
must be for the good of the community as a whole. Education must be
passionate and colour
lective contamination of strange and
different wisdom.

-

-

-

anti-concens- us

-

self-inflicte-

d,

Campus Council Takes a Step in the Right Direction
AMY M. DANA
As part of the 125 th Birthday Celebration of The College of Wooster,
Henry Rosovsky gave a keynote
address entitled, Appearin g for the
Defense." Rosovsky, Dean of the
Faculty of Arts and Sciences at
Harvard University, addressed the
implications of current crises in
higher education.
He discussed the state of higher
education specifically within the realm
of the liberal arts schools, and the
many controversies within it which
seem to threaten its integrity. One of
these to which he devoted a large period of time is the fierce debate about
whatshouldbe taughtandhow k should

Despite these perils.
be taught.
Rosovsky remains optimistic that
higher education can flourish.
The dangers which he addressed
are very real ones indeed. Indictments of higher education are prevalent even at the College of Wooster.
Like the institutions Rosovsky described, Wooster is also on trial. On
Wednesday, November 6, Campus
Council approved a motion made by
Professor Akwasi Osei "to authorize
a scientific smdy of campus students,
facnlry.and staff, to get a better feel

ing of what is occurring on campus,"
with an amendment also approving
"a committee to organize and carry
out a poll in the community." In an
interview. Professor Osei said that
be had the issue put on Campus
Council's agenda after having an informal discussion with other faculty
members about student discontent
Apparently students are feeling that
they cannot speak their minds in the
classroom, and this raised some concerns regarding censorship.
Professor Osei approached the
Council in order that its members
may find out from their constituents
how this matter affects them. As yet,
the ad hoc ccnmineehas no frame of
reference for how it will investigate
the matter, nor does there seem to be
any indication about bow they will
deal with the information once they
have finished their research. ,
One of the issues stemming from
the debate about curricular policies is
censorship in the classroom.
students may not see overt
censorship of specific language in
their studies; rather, many complain
about the sources they are given to
work with in the academic environment. For example, how are students
How-ever.ma-

ny

supposed to express their desire to
learn different perspectives within
the themes of race, gender, class, and
culture when the only materials they
are given are from the perspective
that negatively criticizes social institutions? Where are the critiques of
the criticisms? And when they are
presented, why are they scoffed at
and somehow regarded as not as intelligent or worthy of consideration?
That the Council is taking action is
admirable; however, I have some reservations about the position they are
taking in conducting this study. Are
they approaching it defensively? That
is, are they doing a study id prove that
such a thing cannot happen at
Wooster?
Hopefully the ad hoc committee in
their discussions and investigations
will approach this with the open minds

:

that we aim to have on this campus.
Recent reactions to persons who
have criticized Wooster s curricular
pccies from cteide the oimpus (and
from wuim the campus as well) show
that there is a great deal of resistance
v---.
to dissenting opinions.'
The time has now come for the
college community to prove that it
embodies the critical, analytical, and

independent thought upon which it
prides itself . It is hoped that everyone will not shrug this off as just
another committee formed whose aim
is to perpetuate bureaucracy and to
waste time.
Perhaps this is the first time you
have ever heard of such allegations.
But recent articles in numerous journals, books, and other publications
citing the drastic transfbrmations occurring in higher education call the
members of a campus community to
be informed. Since Wooster is a
liberal am schcol, U does not
seem wise for us to sit back without an
opinion on these maners. It may incriminate us even more in the end. I, like Rosovsky, am optimistic
about higher education. But a cooperative effort is required by everyone
in this community if Wooster is to
sustain this period of trial. I encourage you to inform the Council of your
opinions and to get actively involved.
now not only affectJ
. What you report
you and the education you receive,
but may also affect the education
which classes to follow may receive.
Ctmusm may be wasted unless the
hissing matches end and a concern
for the education we receive begins.
well-kno-
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Fouair Seeiors
MELISSA LAKE
Staff Writer

When

"

RoadHrip from Mel

Servive

the three realized

Crummey had not gotten out of
MI kept expecting the lights to go the car, they went back, and found
out," said Ben Manyindo '92 after him "looking like a dead guy" in
the Fall Break car accident in which the back seat. Actually, he had
he was involved, along with Alex blacked out. He said, "I woke op
Benchimdl '94, John Morrow' 94, to all this screaming and then I
and Matt Crummey '94.
just blacked out."
At about 9: 15 on the Monday night
For about an hour after they
of the break, the four seniors were revived him, he had a mild case
driving through Linden, Texas, the of amnesia. He kept asking why
"Hometown of Don Henley," which is he was in Texas, what month and
also ten minutes from the home of day it was, and if that car with the
Sissy Spacek, who Crummey reflects big dent belonged to them.
is the "most beautiful woman in show
After everyone settled down from
business." Morrow, Manyindo, and the accident, which Morrow comBcnchinKivrernvcivedin an animated pared to a carnival ride, the four
discussion of College of Wooster poli-tiwere taken to the emergency room.
while Crummey slept in the back.
The ambulance attendants handed
AJQ of the sudekaraccoon ran across
them gauze and tape and told them
the road. Manyindo, in the passenger to "fix yourselves up."
seat, spotted it a few seconds before
They were admitted to the hosBenchimoLwho instinctively swerved pital by an "extremely cross-eye- d
cs

to miss

it Trie BMW swerved into the nurse." Crummey and Manyindo

Photo by John Morrow
were diagnosed as having mild No LONGER "THE ULTTMATE DRIVING MACHINE."
and spun 180 degrees.
up
his
leg.
concussions and Benchimol got a few stray ants crawling
Benchimol, they "mended our
"We can laugh about it now,
The car then hit a tree and kept five stitches in his toe. '
Morrow was unharmed.
psychological trauma with down-hom- e but really we're lucky to be
spinning. Finally, it landed in a ditch. ' Crummey also complained about
The highlight of the event was
Texan hospitality," They alive," Benchimol said. Added
Manyindo and Benchimol surveyed a tingling feeling in his leg, but it meeting Ben Ellington, a volunfed and housed the four and gave Morrow, "There's a raccoon famthe damage while Morrow walked up tamed out that the car had landed on teer ambulance attendant, and his them a ride to the train station, ily in Texas nominating Alex for
to the road to "direct traffic."
an ant hiH and the tingling was only wife Stella. . According to forty minutes away.
animal rights activist of the year."

orxlane back irilolhexxiginal lane,

.

'Damn, Itfs Gold Out Here1

GAS A Encourages Awareness
of Sexual Assault
JUDY NICHOLS

.

r

....

J

Staff Writer
-

Community Against Sexual Assault, known as CAS A, has strived
to increase the visibility of the issue
of sexual assault on campus.
The group was formed last year
with six objectives: To increase
discourse about sexual assault on

campus, to review the judicial
procedures of the College pertaining to sexual assault, to include a sexual assault seminar as
Orientation, to
part of First-Yeincorporate the sexual assault isSeminar, and
sue into First-Yeto increase programming about
sexual assault on campus. The
group has been largely successful in meeting these objectives.
ar

CASA is planning a seminar in
November entitled "Men Against
Rape," which will be led by
Steven Jones of Ohio State University. CASA is also developing a survey to distribute to students concerning sexual assault,
and is hoping to implement sexual
assault programming in Wooster
High School. The group is also
networking with other organizations
on campus to increase its effectiveness and visibility.
This group is especially concerned
with the present system of the College,

.

wrikhtheybelievedoesrKXsuffidently
prosecute offenders of sexual assaulL
Poethig points out that no one has been
expelled from the College as a result of
Judicial Board hearings. According to
Specific activities for mis year in- Poethig, the harshest sanction to date
clude involvement with President has been expulsion for the rest of a
Copeland's ad hoc committee, which semester with a probationary return.
S he emphasizes that the present sysis reviewing the College's sexual assault policies. Erika Poethig '93. who tem exposes victims to threats and
is a member of both CASA and the taunts from friends of the accused,
while the accused often get off with
committee, has supplied the commitnothing more than the "slap on the '
tee with information CASA has gathered about sexual assault on campus. Continued on page 10.
, ,
ar
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Photo by Dan Stefamux
temperatures that
Lageamp
chilly
93,
Hoyb
brave
Jean
the
93,
Pass
S4,Laijra
and
Delia
Saxah Murchoon 93,
FisAii.Yim'WoosTEitANP Carl Pals Field.
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CAS A Makes Mark
vith Posterssbori

Continued from pace 9

wrist." The raxher smalTinumber of
case reported comej as no surprise so
PoethiiindotheninCASAiftercoD- nderins these lirmtaaora erf the prtsert
system. CASAalonwhh the ad hoc
ccrnminee, is discsing aiicnives
the present system that would en- courage students to report cases to the
Wocster Police Department.
The posters CASA recently put in
dormitory bathrooms "have' cef"- -'
tainly aroused student interest and
discourse in the issue. Although in-tended simply to educate, many students, especially men, have been
by the posters.
Soon after the posters were put op,
a group of men banded together to
writes letter to CASA and the Dean
of Students office. The men cited
the rosters as "harassing and intimi
dating" and expressed their hope for
of-fend-ed

.

;

in the futare
more sensinviiy
U
students.
for
LisaEscoe 92, member of CAS A,
created the posters. She emphasized
that the posters were doc meant to be
offensive.
.

According

63 Sophie PenrJcy.Asso-l- o

date Dean of Students, the Dean of
Students Office didreview a draft of
the posters and reconimendrd changes,
but the office never saw the final ver-th-e
xico before it went up in baihrooms.

that DePasquale is currently in
volved in the Student Government Association here on campus. Last year he realized that
tions
there is "lots that SGA can do
.
mylifeP
ship agenda extends beyond Coln
hands-oand does do that students don't
As a result of this
lege of Wooster boundaries.
This past summer he worked experience. DePasquale not only know" and he has taken on the
gained a better understanding of tisk of lettins them know
district office of Congressman governmental structures, but also through his position as Public
..
MuuMuiuwiw....-.Coyne, where ne actively par- - increaseo rcipcci ior
be
how
to
"learning
He
is
their
who
make
ticipated in his congressman's ' Congresspeople
I
what
for
push
enough
to
strong
activities regarding such issues constituents their top priority.
to
ideas
accept
other
yet
With .this experience behind want
as infant mortality and a "Head
program,
it is encouraging to know get things done for the school."
him,
education
Start"
DePasquale describes his work and
interaction with Coyne,r Coyne's
his
DePasquale
involves
Eueene
constiajents,
and members of certain
himself in numerous organizathgMiftrarinnaf
Cfyirpin
on campus, yet his leader

expe-rience- of

--

"

The posters made by the Santa
Monica Rape Treatment Center were
ordered by the Dean of Students Office. CASA helped in choosing the
posters, but the Women's Resource
Center paid for them.
CASA may not have expected
such controversy from the post-
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ers, but almost any discussion
about sexual assault brings argument and controversy.
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DRIVE-THRICE HOUSE
your beverages and party needs,
U

For all
beer, wine, chips, soda, ice and snackfoods
HOURS

-

Sun.-Thur- s,

11

ajn.-12:30a--

11

University

m.

FriandSat.

ICEHOUSE,

L
Located at the corner of Bowman andTalmer.

a-rn.-l.-0-

0a.ra

.

Bowman

o

Students Only
Submit Entries by December 6 to:
Danielle Dunn
. The Reading And Writing Center
Money Prizes Awarded to Published Entrants
First-Ye-

:

Af.q

WIN $25 G3
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WIN $25
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ESSAYS & JOURNAL ENTRIES

WOMEN'S DAY ACT1VI11ES
SPONSORED BY GO.W. WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS
SUNDAY, NOV. 10
SATURDAY, NOV. 9
Volleyball games, 1pm in the
U Tun" games, 1pm in PEC
L "Cool" Discusion on Women PEC
in Religion, 3:30 pm in Lowry MONDAY.NOV.il
"Deep" Lecture on "Women
119.
L "Live" Party at 11pm in the and Affinitive Action," 7:30
p.m. in Mateer Auditorium
UrjdcTgrpund

-

-

M

a

a
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Comedy Act That Will Be
Remembered for a Lifetime

Luce to Feature
'60's Film Festival

Friday. Nov. 8
Happy Hour: Be happy at The

The PBS series "Making Sense
the Sixties" will be shown
of
Staff Writer
every
night of the six film viewof
The Programming Council
ing
spondays, but commercial films
Luce Residence Hall will
sor a Sixties film festival No- will be .shown subject to their
LAUREN COHEN

p.m.
Underground !
Comedian: Come and see Jeff
Dunham &. Peanut, in The Underground at 8p.m. $.50
Travel Trip: Party at Cleveland Flats from 10p.m.-3a.Tickets cost $5.00. Sign-u- p
begins on Monday Nov 4 at
Lowry Front Desk. Only 30
spots available.
Saturday! Noy. 9
5-7:-

availability.
vember
Admission to the program is
All scheduled films will be
free and all students are corshown in the Multi-Purpos- e
Room in the basement of Luce dially invited. The program for
each night is as follows:
Hall beginning at 7 p.m.
"Making Sense of the Sixties, Part 1"
Mon., Nov. 11:
Berkeley in the Sixties
"Making Sense of the Sixties, Part 2"
Toe., .Nov. 12:
11-1- 7.

m.

'"THE DOORS"

Wed., Nov. 13:
"

Thar., Nov. 14:

-

Fri., Nov. 15:
Sat., Nov. 16:
San., Nov. 17:

SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor
1

A night of comedy will be featured
tonight at the Underground at 8pjn.
with the unique talents ofJeffDunham
and his sidekick. "Peanut" Admission is $.50.
Currently recognized as one of the
hottest comedy acts in the country,
Jeff Dunham and Peanut have performed their ccxnedyventrikxjuist act
for a number of audiences headlining
most of the major comedy clubs in
the U.S. and visiting hundreds of
colleges. They have also made various appearances on television through
such shows as The Tonight Show."
A&E's "An Evening at the Improv,"
"Entertainment Tonight," and "Good

slw&k,a letter
--

fe

He editor

Criticize
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CroCiisi for

t

I
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Movie: Watch Alien in Mateer
at 7:30p.m. & 10p.m. $1.00
Red Pin Special: Win Free
games at 1 lp.m.
Sunday. Nov. 10 .
Classic Film: Live fc Nothing
But in Mateer at 7:30 p.m.

"Making Sense of the Sixties, Part 3"
"THE GRADUATE"
"Making Sense of the Sixties, Part 4"
I.S. Project - "Images of the Sixties"
"Making Sense of the Sixties, Part 5"
"EASY RIDER"
"Making Sense of the Sixties, Part 6"
"FLASHBACK"
"Reflections on the Sixties"
Discussion in Luce Formal Lounge

9--

Scot Band Presents First 'Marching
Concert at Papp1

Jeff Dunham and his siDEK3cr Teanut"
Morning America."
Beginning his career at the age of
seven, Dunham is considered one of
the world's most skillful and entertaining ventriloquists especially
y
conthrough the rapid-firversation that he incorporates into his
shows with his puppets that actually
makes them seem to have a life of
their own.
However, Dunham's main concern
is the entertainment value of his show
and the response of his audience.
"It's a tremendous compliment to be
called a great ventriloquist," he says,
"but I'm happier when people come
see us for laughs. You can amaze an
audience once or twice, but you can
entertain them for a lifetime."
e,

five-wa-

NEW SERVICES
The College of Wooster Scot
Band's annual fall concert will be a
little different this year...that is, as
long as it doesn't rain.
The Scots are presenting a marching concert at Wooster's newly
John P. Papp Stadium on
Sunday, Nov. 10 at 4:00 p.m., and as
far as director Nancy Dinner knows,
it will be the first time the band has
taken a concert date to showcase
itself on the field.
"I had been thinking about a
marchinz band concert for a few
seasons, mainly because of the in- terest and support the band receives
when they perform at home football
games, Ditmer says,
mis year
re-dedica- ted

Paraphrase GmTrdt',
a 1 attempt to redress
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some of the students mentioned the
idea, so we decided to do it"
The Scots will march their
show and two complete half-tim-e
shows and perform the music
from a third show. Each show includes a Highland dance and a bagpipe set The band and the pipes will
perform together in "Cockney Jocks"
and the traditional "Exit Scotland."
featuring trumpet soloists Carolyn
Wert and Steven Kaelber. As an
added attraction, Scot Head Football coach Bob Tucker will appear
as guest conductor of the band
Three of the field drills the band
will perform at the concert were
written by College of Wooster stu- pre-ga-

iominuea on page u.

30

me

Free
Wednesday. Nov. 13
Dinner Theatre: Featuring
Eunice Stallworth in "Images"
at 6:30n.m. $5.00 Tickets
available at Lowry Info Desk
The Underground, sponsored
by SAB Black Forum. What is
Images? A one woman show,
thoughtfully combining theatre
and history. Stallworth offers
powerful images from the lives
of five women who lived from
slave days to the present, with
a transformation from a slave
to any woman.

Thursday. Nov.

14

SingerSongwriter: Come and
see Larry Long, in The Underground at9p.iri. for Free. Sponsored by: Wooster Volunteer Network, Cultural Events committee, College Scholars, ECOS, S AB

and others...

Arts & Entertainment
Joaa Finn, Director of Sports
Information and News Services,
has written and published a
Christmas story entitled "The
Lonely Little Christmas Tree."
Told in the classic Christmas tradition, the story tells of how a
little and overlooked tree comes
to be a great Christmas tree and
the dangers it faces along the
way. The book also includes
illustrations by Trish Taylor and
is published by Huckleberry
Publications here in wooster.
The Canton Ballet will hold
its annual "Nutcracker" ticket

presale on Friday, November 8

and Saturday, November 9 at
the Canton Ballet Box Office,
located in the Cultural Center
for the Arts, 1001 Market Ave.
North in Canton. Hours will be
1 0 a.m. to 5 p.m. All tickets will
be $ 1 .00 off the regular reserved
price. Tickets are S8.00 for
adults and $5.00 for children.
Sales are first come first serve
and no phone reservations will
be taken. This year's "Nutcracker" will be performed on
Friday, December 20 at 8 pjn.,
Saturday, December 2 1 at 2 p.m.
and 8 p.m., and Sunday, December 22 at 2 p.m. at the Palace
Theatre in downtown Canton.
For more information call the
Ballet office at (216) 455-722-0.

TOP TEN
cMhamJ ..SHOP-

...
10. Care package withdrawl
9. Elvis was last seen here .
8. No text books permitted in store
7. Close enough for convenience; far
.

.

.

,,,,

'

birthday.
4. "College JLife" cards by Shoebox Greet-

chop

;'Gun'o-jCfiiv- uvi

College Hills Shopping Center
ALWAYS OPEN

9-- 9,

SUNDAYS

1

1- -6

Submit your idea(s) for Top Ten" and
receive a full pound of cream and butter fudge free
if we use any of you ideas in
our next ad.

one-wom-an

the stereotypical black maid or cook.
However, several pieces are identifiable with any race in any time
period: a prostitute mourning the
death of her son and the victim of a
purse snatching who, upon unex-

pectedly grabbing her assailant,
teaches him a lesson. Both of these
pieces are based upon actual stories
written by author Langston Hughes.
In preparing herself for the pieces
show, S tallworth
in her
using both reendlessly
practices
to perfect
dialogues
cordings of her
her timing and real people to make
her actions more realistic. The final
product presents a moving journey
that takes me audience from the role
of the slave women to the present-da- y
career oriented women.
Tickets are needed to attend the
dinner theatre and can be purchased
for $5.00 at Lowry Center Front
Desk until Wednesday.
one-wom-an

J

female protagonist figures in
children's literature, S tallworth conveys a convincing image of the
lifestyle and cultural heritage of her
characters through ber superb acting
and historical accuracy of details.
Her characters are primarily black

Continued from page 11
-

enough for exercise
6. More fun than seconds of "college
food".
5. Its seven o'clock, the bookstore is
closed, and tomorrow is you roomie's
ings. "
3. Chocolate makes a great reward.
2. Someone misses you, make them
happy.
1. Wooster's biggest & best store for
cards, candy, and gifts.

SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor
Next Wednesday night, November 1 3, the talent ofEunice S tallworth
will befeamred in the
show --Images' as part of a dinner
theatre beginning at 6:30 p .m. at the
Underground.
Eunice S tallworth is a master's
degree candidate in children's theatre. "Images" is the thesis project
for her master's degree. Originally
conceived as a children's production, the show itself depicts five hisscenes portorical and present-da- y
traying women and their role in the
development of the United States.
Taking these portrayals from actual

Eunice Stall worth
women who have struggled for freedom and equality and are portrayed
as positive role models, rather than

Percussion Featured in Scot Concert

REASON TO SHOP AT
SUE'S

n

Dinner Theatre Emphasizes Role of Women

A & ,E Calendar
SHAWN PERRY
A&E EDITOR
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dents.T 'Petef Hbopes,

a joiari

wrote the drill for "Phantom of
the Opera"; sophomores Becky
Davis and Dan Fleischiker choreographed"! Can See for Miles";
and senior Jennifer Sbauf prepared
the drill for "Jellvfish." a
i

with the talent we have in the
percussion feature.""
e
ys.
y . Th:Dercussian section alsa wjll
j passion section-at-

per--c

brought mem up to a very high level
of musicianship."
.. Admission to the show is free. In
the event of rain, the concert (minus
the marching) will be held in McGaw
ChapeL

be featured in "America." Dinner
believes thai Scot Band fans will
bear a difference in' the percussion
section, due to Thomas Fries, the
band's new percussion director.
Tom his done a tremendous job

WCWS CohcertWatch
Kevin Anderson -- Music Director
-
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BoDiddley
Marc Cons
SotmdGardea
FishbonePrimus
BobDylaa
Mary's Danish
Koko Taylor
Average White Band
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RashEric Johnson
Black Unarm

JethroTan

SaL.Nov.23

AlhnaB Brothers Little Feat

Thar., Dec 5

MetaCka
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Tuc, Nov. 26
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Empire (Cleveland)
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EJ. Thomas Hall (Akron)
Peabody's
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Coliseum (Cleveland)
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Convocation Center (Cleveland)
Public Hall (Cleveland)
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Cob scum
Oberlin College
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LitaFord

For ticket information on most of these shows, call Ticket Master

E'S Great American Restaurant
OPEN 24 HOURS

20 off with
college i.d.
call us at
262-53-

11

73
ga

Liberty
fc

IKE'S

I

i

Uf
Timken

t

Super America

(21 6)241-555-

5

Polo, LL bean, J Crew, Lands
End, Esprit, Outback Red, Gap,
Levi, Eddie Bauer, J.CHook,
Banana Republic...
ALL THIS AND MORE AT:
UPTOVVNDOWNTOWN

THRIFT BOUTIQUE
Kcross from the Wooster Food

, Bob

Evans

Co-o-

p

Most selections below $10.00!
262-973-
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Tuccessfullv Defends Title

Fall to Kenyon,

Completing the top five was
ing shot at qualifying for the Paul Kinney 95 who ran a
"strong effort" to finish 37th in
national championships."
28:47. Less than a second bemen's
Kelley repeated as the
individual champion, bettering hind, in his first year of cross
his 1990 winning mark by 19.8 country, Scott McMillen '92
seconds. Kelley also repeated as placed 38th in 28:48. Steve
first-tearunner. McMillan '94 ran hard through
C
an
in
Adam Meyers 94 backed up the wet grass to finish 45th
Kelley with a "gutsy race" on 29:06.
Several other Wooster runners
this frigid November afternoon.
said Rice. He placed eighth in puttortn soiia euoris ai
Not far behind running ference Championships. Mike
the "race of his life" Jeff Beck' Rachita '92. Howie Rentschler
corn- 92 secured tenth place in 27:44.. 94 and Dan Dickey '94
m
course
Both Beck and Meyers earned pleted the 8000 meter
respec
hon30:03. 30:31. and 31:09,
second team
tively.
ors.
'
The top eight runners will
Wheeler Spaulding !94 (27:55)
travel
to Rose Hulman College in
and Dave Stouffer 494 (28:15)
on
also ran well on this looping. Indiana for the regional meet
moderately hilly course. ..They November 16th.
Rice anticipates that the team
placed 17th and 27th, respec
Kevin will finish in the top seven out
tiveiv. "Sixth-man- "
afof twenty or more teams and feels
strongly
Cavanaugh '93 ran
at
ter injury and illness set him back that with their performance
the
that
meet
conference
through the season," said Rice. the
team's confidence is at an optiHe crossed the line in thirty-fir- st
mum level.
place (28:24.)
course in 26: 1 1 , has an "outstand-

BETH BLAKEMORE

i

Wooster Voice Sports

Voice Sports Writer
Three less points would have
deflated the Big Red of Denison
University.
The Wooster men put forth an
incredible effort to finish second with 63 points in the NCAC
Cross Country Championships at
Ohio Wesleyan University last
Saturday.
Denison took first with 60 total
points, followed by Wooster and,
Rein third place,
serve with 74 points.
;"I felt this team did a tremendous job - going into this meet
both mentally and physically to
prepare for the meet," said Coach
Dennis Rice. They were very
focused, even though they were
or fifth
ranked
ogoing in.
iuavw fourth w
-Jason Kelley dominated the
field from the gun passing the
first mile mark in a blazing 4:43
to defend his title from last
year," commented Coach Rice on
the junior's victory. Kelley
who completed the 8000 meter
Case-Weste- rn

9,

m

All-NCA-

v-uu-2-

7-36

all-confere-

nce

ynMPWS CROSS COUNTRY

-

Blakemore & Scherzer Pace

J

Second-Plac-e

. .

Finish

season, but quickly became a very

underclass runners Susan Robnecessary
erts '94. Catherine Scott 95, and strong competitor and organiVoice Sports Writer
Denapoli 95. All the member of this winning
The North Coast Atlantic Conzation.'
ference cross country champion- women worked together to form
Link and Scott were the disships were held this past Satur- the strong unit that finished sec:
placing finishers in times of 21:04
day at the Delaware Golf Club in ond at the conference meet.
Link
Blakemore finished fourth at and 21:15, respectively.finishes
Delaware, Ohio.
necessary
ran to many
The women's race began at the conference meet in a time of throughout the season; the confollowed
was
high noon when nine conference 19:28. Blakemore
fifth in ference meet was no exception.
teams lined up in an air of deter- by Scherzer who finished
Scott finished very well in her
mination and hope. Eight of the a time of 19:44.
Her poBlakemore and Scherzer are first conference meet.
teams had to hope because the
first
other
the
of
that
and
tential
Wooster women had all of the certain to run well at the regional years will bring many great findetermination. Determination meet, perhaps well enough to
ishes in the future.
that would fuel them to finish qualify for the NCAA Division
among
d
Finishing
Blakemore
second in the conference and se- III National meet.
Mary
was
a crowd of runners
cure a space for them at the and Scherzer were both named Lehman '95 in a time of 21:22.
runners.
C
NCAA Regional cross country first-teafirst season
Louis ran a super effort to fin- Lehman had a strong can be exrace on November 16.
and many good things
Wooster finished with 67 total ish eleventh in a time of 20:08.
strong pected of her in the future.
points, edging Kenyon's 78. but Louis, who has been a inspi- Rounding out the supporting runfalling behind Allegheny's domi- leader all season ran a very
ners for Wooster were Roberts,
rational race.
nating score of 28.
Heck '93.
Perhaps inspired by the race Denapoli. and April
Coach Dennis Rice was "overThe placing of these three women
whelmed by the performances of of Louis, or maybe just out to shows the incredible depth of the
came
the women's team," attributing earn respect in the NCAC
Wooster program.
twenty-fir- st
some of the credit to the out- Amy Bacik 94 in
The second place finish of the ,
standing leadership of the cap- place in a time of 20:48. This; women's team is very indicative :
race
;
tains, Anna Scherzer '92 and .. was the Bacik s greatest
of the quality program that Coach i
kicked
and
time
great
a
Susan Louis '92, and veteran she ran
Colwomen at the Rice has assembled at The
runnners Beth Blakemore '92, down three Kenyon
that lege of Wooster.
Nettie Link '92, and Kristi finish. Those three places
Coach Rice was overwhelmed
were
finish
Bender '92. Together these five Bacik captured at the
women
the team's sec- by the efforts of all the
senior women ran the best com- necessary to grasp
and is very optimistic for the fubined effort since they have been ond place finish.
underclass runners
The top five were rounded out ture of those work with next
at The College of Wooster.
will
he
a time of 20:58. whom
The quality leadership of -the - hv Bender inlate-i-- starting the.
wa
"seniors was complimented- by- Bender
HOWIE RENTSCHLER

Jo-Ly- nn

forty-secon-

m

All-NCA-

.

n
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JOHN MORROW
Voice Football Correspondent'- It was a disappointing game
for the Fighting Scots. On an
unseasonably cold afternoon, the
Scots dropped last week's game
to the Kenyon Lords 23-The Scots' overall record is
now
Team defense dominated the
first half of play. The only touchdowns came off of big play opportunities. The Lords scored
first. Early in the second quarter, Ted Brockman, running back
for the Lords, caught a Brad
Hensley pass and ran 52 yards
for the touchdown. The Lords
lead was
The Lords seven point lead was
drastically reduced on the ensuing kickoff. The Scots
player, John Tomlinson '94,
received the Kenyon kickoff on
6.

2-6--

0.

"

7-- 0.

all-purpo-

se

yard line and returned it for a touchdown.
Tomlinson's return was 89 yards.
The return was only one:yard shy
of the Wooster record of 90 yards.
Unfortunately for the Scots, this
was the extent of their scoring
for the afternoon.
The Lords did a terrific job of ;
containing the Scots' offense.
Kenyon held the Scots to 2.5
yards a play and 141 yards of
total offensive production. The
Scots were unable to make their
offense produce. Bob Tucker.
the Wooster

11

23-- 6

the Scots' head coach, said
"Kenyon did some really difficult things to cause us trouble.
They play a difficult defense to
block."
Unfortunately, the Scots have
been plagued by several key injuries. Wayne Davis '94, Mark
Berger '95, and Sean Leseiko '95,
have all sustained season ending
knee injuries. With their loss,
Tucker said "the offense is still
trying to piece things back together."
Defensively, the Scots expected a difficult time containing Kenyon's high powered passing attack. Kenyon relied heavily
on the pass, gaining 310 yards in
the air. They also added 105
yards on the ground. The Lords
offense added a field goal in the
second quarter, and two more
touchdowns in the second half to
end the scoring. The final score
was

23--

6.

The Scots play the Earlham

Quakers tomorrow. Earlham won
its first game of the season last
Saturday against Oberlin. On
offense, the Quakers feature a

run and shoot offense that might

pose, a problem for the Scots'
defense. Defensively, the Quakers feature the conference's worst
rated team defense. The Quakers
defense relinquishes, on the average, 442 yards and 37 points a

game.

NCAC Cross Country Championships
Men's Results:

Women's Results:

Team
1) Denison

Team '
1) Allegheny

2) Wooster
3) CWRU

4) Earlham .
5) Oberlin
6) Allegheny
7) Kenyon
8) Ohio Wesleyan
9) Wittenberg
Individual
1)

Jason Kelley, Wooster

2) Scott Pearson, Earlham
3) Tim Dunham, Denison
4) Shaun Brown, CWRU
5) Brian Casselbeny, CWRU
6) Mike Collyer, Denison

7) Matt Nemeth, Oberlin

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Wooster
Kenyon
Ohio Wesleyan
Oberlin
Earlham
Wittenberg
Denison
CWRU
.

Individual
1) Alyse Holden, Allegheny
2) Kelley wiiaer, rvenyon
3) Sue Castor, Allegheny
4) Beth Blakemore, Wooster
5) Anna Scherzer, Wooster

6) Serena Fraser, Allegheny
7) Kara Berghold, Kenyon

Por
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FTP OF THF. WEEK

Nettie Links Sports,
Academics, and
Work Successfully
WOMEN'S ATHLETIC
ASSOCIATION RELEASE
Nettie Link 92 is possibly the
only athlete who can put in a
forty-bowork week and still
find time to do I.S. and compete
on a varsity team.
Link, a four year varsity track
y
runner, has
and
e
this year
been working
on an internship with First Federal Savings and Loan. Although
certain rules forbade her to be
involved in a sport as an intern,'
her boss encouraged her to keep
competing on the cross country
team anyway.
For Link, that meant training
on ber own after work, and practicing with the men's team on
days she could get off early. Her
dedication to the sport shined
throughout this season, as she
raced consistently as fifth runner
for the team.
It seems she had more than her

JLiJ

or

--

rv

rr

BfflQSJX

IV

cross-countr-

full-tim-

A--

mm ranee.
vs w

A.

M

teammates to support her:
"People at work liked to keep up
with the team. They'd bring in
articles they'd cut out of the

newspaper." she said.
Recently, at the cross country
conference championships. Link
helped propel the team to a second-place
finish, topping off what
she considers her "best competi- live season ever."
"This has been a great season
for the entire team," she commented. "We've proved to people
what we can do, no ifs about it."
Her track career includes winning the Ohio state championship for the 3200 relay in high
school, and in college, capturing
the school record for the javelin
at 170 7".

XI

cm-

-

MJ

Ji.

JX. W.Y-V-

Save

Big...

Macintosh LCSystem.

Macintosh Classic9 System.

Haw's the right time to buy an Apple

Macintosh computer system. Because right now
you can save big on Apple's most popular com- puters and qualifying printers. And Macintosh is
the right computer to help you achieve your best,
throughout college and beyond

I

J

t

--

Macintosh Ilsi System.

What's more, you may even qualiiv for the
new Apple Computer Loan, which makes buying a
Macintosh now even easier
So come in right now and check out the big
special
savings on Macintosh. But hurry-th-ese
savings last only through January 5, 1992.

For further information contact

Off the clock. Link is focusing on
the cross country regional meet to be
held Nov. 1 6 at Rose Hulman, where
the team hopes to finish among the
top four or five places.

Kim Strollo in Taylor Hall
Room 311, Ext 2245

C.O.W. Ski Club
Tfc Fcvr,

O

o.

ttt Pre - 4, !v ?

the
Jc!n th2

Crir-'-l?.'2-- 2.

P-r-trc-

uJ,
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Trips ta II:::- -' "y V:.:::y,

1992 all campus juried student art exhibition.
1,1992
The College of Wooster Art Museum Jan.
Bring all submissions to the art museum Dec. 9th and 10th
p.m.
and
between
Entry forms will be available at the front desk at art museum
and posted around campus.
10-Mar- ch

1-5.-

9-12.-O-

0p.rn.

.1

Ccnl-cl- D

f

Tidier Q

''71 M

Sophomores and Juniors!

Call for Entries:
-00

Any Questions, please call

X-24-95

It's time to apply for a Resident Assistant position for the
1992-9- 3
Academic Year.
Applications available at the Residential life Office
13. Applications due 5:00 p.m.
November
Friday, December 20, 1991 to the Residential Life Office
located in Babcock Hall.
4-Dece- mber

The Wooster voice sports
EDUCATION
FOR THE
REAL WORLD
-

...

-

13-4- -1

-6-3

V

2-4-2,9-8-2

-9-1

2-5-1,6--

2-6--

. .Apply

,

1

5-3- -6.

3-5-0,9-

nt

Interamerican Studies
(ILS.-Lat- in
American
Relations)
Soviet and East European
Studies
Middle East Studies
International Relations .
International Business
Management
, ,
International Security
and Conflict
Comparative Development
International Economics
--

9-1-0

15-2--

4-3-1,9-

Area and Functional Fields:

.

8-0-0,1-

6-2-- 0,

issues.

:

OhioWesieyan

2) Kenyon
3) Witenberg
4) Wooster
5) Allegheny
Earlham
7) Denison
8) CWRU

Graduate decree programs
policy-releva-

by February

Cfoerlm

10-1

4-12-

0.

;

-0

6-lf- M

2-6-- 0,

WOMFN'S SOCCER
1) Wooster

7-0-

14-3- -3

-l

3-5-

2) OhioWesieyan
3) Denison
4) Allegheny
5) CWRt
Kenyon:
7) Wittenberg
6-2-- 0,

7-1-0,13-

-5-1

14-3- -1

--

4-3-1.7--

11-2

4-4- -0.

.

3-3-2.9-

8) Earlham

12r6-- 0

4
6-10-

-i

$

1-7-0.6-13-0

9) Oberlin

0-8-0,2-15-0-

.
I

HOCKEY
1) OhioWesieyan

,

FTFI

.2) Rooster

3-5-1

3) Denison

74-1,43-5-X

4)
5) Wittenberg
6) Earlham
7) Kenyon

:

12-6-- 1
9-8-

4-6--2,

-2

1-8-3.1-

0-9-3

Students who are interested in
Interamerican issues are particularly
encouraged to apply for

1-10-1,-

2-14-2

m

VOT1EYBALL
1) Allegheny
2) Wittenberg
3) Denison 8-- 27-1- 3
4) Earlham
5) OhioWesieyan
6) Oberlin
3
7) CWRU 2-Kenyon
8)
9) Wooster
Note: Positions 4 determined

As&artshipi

5-3,2-

OQL OF
JRADUA re
STUDIE5
INTERNATIO
AdmissiocslRooa 388

R

005)84-417-

7-16

6-2,18-

-13

0,

5-3,2- 2-16

33124-30-10

5-3,1-

3

5-16

4-4,1- 1-16

TUNIVESSnYOF

TV

13-2-

6,

1-7,-

8-27

0-8,3-

r

"

-2

-30

1--

by NCAC Tournament

n

worked for several scoring opcould not
portunities early-bkeeper
Wooster
drive the ball past
Drew Nelson '92.
Then it was Wooster's turn.
Avgerinos collected a loose ball
in front of the Hiram goal and
blasted it past keeper Greg
Graybill to put the Scots ahead
midway through the period.
Two minutes later Eric Bell '92
touched a perfect cross to
midfielder Mphatso Namwali at
the top of the box. Namwali
settled the ball and fired a bullet
into the back of the net to put
Wooster op 0 before halftime.
Wooster continued to dominate
in the second half, displaying the
offensive power that has earned
them three straight victories. The
Scots went up 0 when
Avgerinos knocked in his second
goal of the game off a pass from
Bell. Evans drove home the final
goal to seal the victory.
"That was a fun game," exut

1- -0

2--

3--

WOOSTER ATHLETICS
Upcoming Events...
Saturday, November 9

.;.

,

'i

11
1

M

1:30

EARLHAM
CMU

Football
Swimming & Diving

1:00

;

.

t

i

claimed defenseman Roger Haller
95 after the win. "That was too
much fun." Indeed the victory
bodes well for the Scots who can
now look ahead to 1992. Wooster
finished the season with a rein
record
spectable
importantly
more
the NCAC), but
over the last eight
they were
9-6-

I

tr,,

-

Hiram's offense

openings.

,9-0-36-- 2-3

$-3-1,1-

Oberlin-6-5-- 1,

Cocal Gables.

'

',:

-7-2

2-6- -0.

1

North-Sou-

Voice Sports Writer
The men's soccer team closed
out the season in style, trouncing
Ohio Athletic Conference champion Hiram College 4-- 0 in their
final game last Saturday. Galen
Avgerinos '93 scored twice to
lead the Scots, while Brad Evans
'92 and Mphatso Namwali '93
added one goal apiece.
The team finishes with a record
having won five of their
of
Quite an impresgames.
last six
sive turnaround after a frustratstart.
ing
"It was a great game," commented Wooster head coach Bob
Nye." "We did alot of things really, well."
"Phenomenal. Tremendous,"
added a very pleased assistant
coach Graham Ford.
The opening minutes were a
back and forth struggle as the
two talented teams pressed each
'other aggresively, looking for
9-6- -3,

for assistantships
-and other financial aid.

Center Graduate

ANDREW ROBERTSON

mfn'ssoccfr
1)

soccfr

Wooster Goes Out With A Bang

Records show NCAC, overall

(MA, Ph.D) in International
Affairs with an emphasis on

contemporary

mfnts

NCAC Final
Fall Standings

6-1-

(4-3- -1

-3

-1

Photo by Dan Stefantux
Eric Bell

92 closes our ms Wooster soccer

career against Hiramlmt

Saturday.
Drew Nelson, forward Eric Bell,
Season
and midfielder Brad Evans.
The Scots hopes for next year
rest on the shoulders of leading
Even though th? men's soccer
scorer Galen Avgerinos. who
season came to a concluteam's
three
his
last
in
5
goals
notched
with
Namwali,
it's 0 win over Hiram
sion
games and Mphatso
Mphatso Namwali
Saturday,
goals
4
with
year
last
who finished the
in
action.
and 2 assists. Also turning in '93 is still
Namwali joined the Scot foot
fine seasons for the Scots are Matt
Moncrief '94, Dan Cochran '94, ball team as a kicker for two
Chris Bond 94, Eric Dietrich 94, games earlier this season, and will
Dave Conrad '94, Paul once again don a helmet when he
Pakenham-Wals- h
'94, and Steve takes the field on Saturday
sensation against Earlham.
Rookie
Morris '94.
Namwali had a field goal, two
a
leads
fine
Roger Haller
points, and a uckle, in his
Dan
extra
includes
that
95,
previous
sunt. The conflicting
Banda
Ephraim '95, Alan
Henry Curtis '95, K.C. St. John schedules of the soccer and foot95, Paul Kletzly '95, and Ben ball teams prevented him from
continuing his duties on the footGeiger'95.
The Scots close out a fine season ball field.
rt
star's season will
The
and in the words of rookie assistant

Mphatso's
Continues
4--

first-year-cla-

ss

games. The Scots must say
coach Graham Ford, can look at the end next weekend when the Scots
goodbye to senior
Pete Falcone and Chris "call me impressive victory against Hiram as travel to Granville, Ohio, to take on
the Big Red of Denison University.
Mr. Euchre" Ziegler. keeper "a hallmark for next year."
two-spo-

co-capta-

'I!
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WOMEN'S

S

Lady Scots Derailed by NCAA Committee NBA: The
Wooster a record of

KARYN POWERS

Voice Sports Writer
The College of Wooster women's
soccer team's regular season came
to aclose this week with a win against
Adrian, but their hopes to play at
nationals were dashed on Monday

14-3-- 3.

The team's season then came to an
abrupt end on Monday morning with
the announcement from head coach
David Brown that the team had not
been chosen to go to nationals. Instead, long time rival Ohio Wesleyan
had been selected in Wooster's place.

'Magic' is
Gone

JASON GINDELE
Voice Sports Editor
when they learned that Ohio
Earvin -- Magic" Johnson last
the
Lisa Hall '94 summarized
Wesleyan had recieved the bid that
team's feelings by saying,It was night announced his retirement
Wooster hoped for.
On Saturday, the Lady Scots an exciting season that had both from professional basketball after
beat Adrian by a score of 4-- 0 to its ups and downs. The only real testing positive for the HIV virus,
In a news conference held in
disappointment was that it had to
end their season with a best-evCalif., shortly after 6:00
Inglewood,
abruptly."
so
Wooster took end
record of
a calm, poised, and
connight,
pm
last
offered,
"We've
Coach Brown
their time in scoring the first goal,
Johnson said
humorous
scaring Adrian's goalkeeper with tinued to make progress over the years suprisingly
acquired
the HTV
a few decent attempts and even a but that obviously wasn't enough for "because I have
the
from
opportunities the playoffs. We'll continue to grow virus, I will have to retire
few
and improve to make sure we get a bid Los Angeles Lakers."
that ended in missed shots.
National Basket
The three-tim- e
To the delight of the crowd, next year."
Most Valuable
Association
ball
their
head
only
to hold
The team has
Wooster finally scored with one
by his
accompanied
was
poliPlayer
minute to play in the first half up in the face of skewed NCAA
Kareem
when the Adrian goalie misplayed tics as the Lady Scots wereat their best wife, former teammate
L-Abdul-Jabba- r,
Laker's owner
the ball and Karyn Powers '93 this season.
Commissioner
NBA
Buss,
Jerry
remeber
how
said,
hard
to
"It's
.
knocked it in for the goal
The Lady Scots weren't going good of a season we had when we David Stern, and. several doctors,
Johnson, whose name had be
to wait around too long for their don't get chosen for the national toursynonymous with the Lakcome
next goal. Two minutes into the nament. And the fact is, we had an
ers, had not played in any games
second half Larisa Fricsons '95 awesome season."
this season. Earlier reports stated
The team wound up with a team
stuck one in with an assist from
chamthat he was ill with the flu and that
wins,
theNCAC
fourteen
record
a
Pam Butler '95 to give Wooster
in
he would begin light practicing this
number
two
ranking
of
a
pionship,
in ore secure lead.
nation.
week. Johnson learned of the test
in
the
fourteenth
region
and
the
Two was not enough. Five minutes
results on Wednesday, and doctors
we're
addcd,Obviously
Brown
later Butler sparked another goal with Coach
forget
advised him to stop playing baswe
about
disappointed
but can't
a well placed cross from the right side
that was redirected by Jama Dearlove our successes. Winning theNCAC is ketball because of the physical
an achievement in itself. We have strain it would cause to his body .
95 on a header for the goaL
Though Johnson is carrying the
Finally, with 25 minutes left in nothing lo get down about"
HTV
virus, he does not have the
preparing
will
itself
be
finalWooster
Fricsons
half
the second
disease.
AIDS
ahead
months
in
the
season
for
next
knocking
in
the
by
ized the score
"Earvin
Johnson is healthy at
score
with
settle
the
wait
arid
will
to
fourth goal of the game with yet
this
Laker's team phypoint,"
stated
time
the
the
next
Wesleyan
Ohio
another assist from Butler.
Mellman.
Michael
Dr.
sician
The win against Adrian gave two teams meet
Dr. Mellman continued to say
that determining how long until the
virus actually infects Johnson is
impossible. "Some people last a
decade or more before becoming
Ohio Wesleyan and ahead of( us. We deserved to go ahead of ill, others become in more quickly.'
Johnson's wife tested negative
Denison.
Denison. We got screwed."
Comfor the HTV virus.
The National Selection
Individually,
As for his life after basketball,
mittee then proceeded to give bids Conner and Clara Mitchell '92
to both Ohio Wesleyan and finished as the team's leading Johnson made it clear that he would
Denison, bypassing Wooster in scorers.
be a spokesperson for the HIV vi
doing so.
Conner topped the team and rus, in hopes that be would be able
A 2-- 0 loss to Denison in the final the conference in scoring with 20 to increase national awareness. He
game of the regular season may be goals and one assist. Mitchell continued by saying that be would
the primary reason the Lady Scots' was second on the team and sixth not leave the NBA completely, and
season ended so abruptly.
on the NCAC with 10 goals and stated his desire to own a franchise
Carissa Conner 92 com- five assists.
at some point in the future.
mented, "We know we're second
On the end of his twelve-yeDefensively, goalkeeper Becky
in the region, the regional com- Tederstrom '94 had 1 83 saves and career, Johnson said I'm gonna
mittee knew that, too. The na- three shutouts in her first season miss playing, but I will deal with it
tional committee doesn't know as a starter:
My life will go on."
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Despite a second-plac- e
an
overall
and
NCAC
in the
the Wooster
record of
field hockey team did not receive
a bid to nationals on Monday,
The Regional Ranking Committee submitted their rankings
to the National Selection Committee last week for the purpose
of choosing the participants of
the 1991 Division III national
field hockey tournament
Those rankings had Wooster
13-5-- 1,
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